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The First Meeting 

 Prior to the first branch meeting with the girls, the GFS advisor and leaders should have 

completed the steps in the New Branch Essentials document and the Leader’s Toolkit (both 

documents are found on the Resources page). 

 Now that you have attracted members, you want to keep your members. This is done by: 

 Maintaining a balance of worship, study, service and recreational activities.  

 Providing a sense of purpose for the members. 

 Exemplifying commitment to the program through your own actions. 

 Offering a record of achievement for members through annual awards presentations. 

 Your first meeting will set the tone for your branch. Consider your long-term expectations 

for meetings, such as: 

  How will you be addressed – formally or informally? If your name is difficult to 

pronounce, will you use a nick name, such as “Mrs. B.”? 

  When meetings begin, should parents come into the room or  say goodbye at the door?  

  How will you close a meeting? Prayer? Friendship circle song? 

  How should parents pick up their children? Come into the room? Wait outside? 

  How should the girls take leave? Say thank you and goodbye? Wait for parents to come 

to the door?  

  Will you begin with an unstructured activity such as snack to accommodate late comers? 

  How many result-oriented activities will you plan vs. process-oriented activities? 

  How will you encourage the girls to interact with each other vs. interacting with leaders? 

  How will you assign tasks to girls to allow for personal growth vs. following established 

patterns? ie: appointing tasks, drawing lots, discussion 

  How will you handle different age groups? Will you break into smaller groups? 

  How can you encourage girls to take responsibility for their learning and activities? 

 Obtain registration and other necessary forms as quickly as possible from parents and keep 

these forms, especially emergency contact forms, with you at meetings. 

 Involve the girls in creating group-identifying items such as a branch banner, branch badge 

and uniforms. Show them samples from other branches and teach them about utilizing Christian 

symbolism. 

 With the girls help, choose a theme for the activities of the year, such as  

  Who am I? Who do I want to be?  

  Love, Stitch, Pray 

  Love One Another 

 Most importantly, your enthusiasm and commitment to the girls and GFS will be a 

significant factor in the vitality of the branch. Be sure to call on others when you need support! 


